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Editorial

Achieve your goals, do it in an excellent atmosphere,
and live an enriching and unforgettable experience.

Marc Lavigne Delville
School Director

Our French language school, based in Montpellier in the South of France, has the pleasure of welcoming every
year about 3,000 international students who come from 80 different countries for very specific objectives. 96% of
our students say they are very satisfied with their language stay. So much so that many of them decide either to
extend their stay or to come back.
What distinguishes LSF Montpellier can be summarized in 3 points:
Pedagogical performance, user-friendliness and a full-on experience.

Pedagogy and learning performance. This is our top priority. Our main commitment is to enable all
our students to achieve their goals. To progress in French and reach their target level. Why is that? Because many
of our learners need it for university, for professional or for personal projects. Some of them are going to join a
French higher education school (university, business or engineering school). Others will join a French company, or will
settle in France or in a French-speaking country.

Friendliness and kindness. This is our second priority. We always assume that, in order for students to
learn correctly, two essential conditions must be met:
1. To have teachers who deeply love their profession, who practice it with excellence, and who do so in the
best possible conditions. 2. To have motivated learners. When you engage in learning a foreign language, you have
to put all the chances on your side. To teach well and to learn well, you have to feel good!
Also, LSF makes every effort to ensure a very friendly and benevolent atmosphere in its classrooms. Our learners are
continuously supported, accompanied and guided in their project.

An unforgettable experience. Coming to France to learn French is an engaging process and the
least we can do is to make sure that this experience is as rich as possible for our learners. LSF offers them a
deep immersion in French culture with all its richness. Coming to LSF Montpellier is not only about improving
your French, it is also about living a rich experience of new friendships, discoveries, encounters for life, and moments of
relaxation. The pleasures of life in restaurants or cafés, sporting moments and of course cultural and artistic discoveries.

Welcome to France, welcome to Montpellier.
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Merging of LSF and IEF schools

LSF Montpellier and Institut Européen de Français (IEF)
become one!
The two best French as a foreign language schools in
Montpellier are joining forces to give their students the best
experience.
Located in the historic centre of Montpellier, and both
enjoying the best reputation, LSF Montpellier and Institut
Européen de Français have decided to join forces and form a
single school with the objective of offering the best in French
language learning and immersion in French culture.
Recognized for their quality (4.9/5 / 5/5 and 5/5 on Facebook
and Google), and with the best certifications (Qualité FLE and
Qualiopi), both LSF and IEF schools put the quality of their

Quality of learning and life experience are the two

offer at the heart of their raison to be.

pillars of the LSF / IEF value proposition.

Quality of teaching with highly qualified and experienced
teachers. Educational quality with tools that are at the cutting
edge of what exists today. Quality of the stay with carefully
selected accommodation and a wide range of high-quality

The team looks forward to welcoming you and
to ensuring that you have an incredible learning
experience and immersion in our French culture of
which we are so proud.

recreational, artistic, cultural and sporting activities.
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Our school and our commitments

QUALITY ABOVE ALL

experience, a varied programme of activities is proposed
each week: sports, arts & culture, gastronomy.

Located in Montpellier, in the South of France,
LSF has been teaching French for almost 25 years
and has the best reputation in the region. It has
been awarded the «QUALITÉ FLE» label with a
maximum score of 15/15. It is also QUALIOPI
certified. Located in the heart of the historic
centre, with more than 12 air-conditioned
classrooms, the school welcomes no less than
3,000 students every year.

At LSF/IEF, French is learnt in the classroom but also in
moments of relaxation.
ACCESSIBILITY FOR ALL
LSF / IEF is committed to welcoming all its students,
including those with any kind of disability. The premises
are adapted to wheelchairs and are equipped with a lift.

LSF Montpellier stands out by the quality of its
teaching and by the great mix of its students: a
mix of objectives (academic or university needs,
professional motivations or simply for pleasure),
levels (from complete beginner to C2 level),
ages (from 16 to 85 years old) and cultures (we
welcome students from more than 80 different
countries every year).

Our teacher Judith will prepare your arrival and will
accompany you throughout your stay.
SCHOOL HISTORY
1996

Creation of the LSF school

2002

Creation of the "LSF Junior Camp"

2006

Symbolic milestone of 10,000 students

LSF Montpellier has an extraordinary atmosphere
and welcoming living spaces: garden, library and
computer room.

2012

Obtaining the QUALITY FLE label

2014

Move to the Rue Foch premises

2015

Creation of the "Carnet de route LSF"

In addition to a very high standard teaching
programme, LSF Montpellier provides its students
with complete accommodation solutions, giving
priority to an immersive stay with a host family.
It is also possible to stay in a student residence, a
private flat or a shared flat.

2016

Change of management

2017

Development of the "LSF e-Learning platform"

2018

Acquisition of the IFALPES school in Annecy

2019

Acquisition of the IEF school in Montpellier

2020

Creation of the online course program

2020

Double Quality FLE / QUALIOPI certification

Finally, because we offer our students a rich and global

2021

Merger of the LSF and IEF schools

KEY POINTS
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1996

3 000

Creation
of the
school

Number of
students
hosted
per year

+80
Different
nationalities

Open
all year
round

All
levels
accepted

Education and pedagogy

Our teachers will accompany and support you
throughout your learning process.
We will do everything possible to help you achieve the
objectives you have set yourself.

INNOVATIVE METHODOLOGY
Our teaching is based on the main principles of
the action-oriented approach and our pedagogical
progression rigorously respects the levels defined
by the CEFR (from level A1 to level C2). In order to
meet the needs of our students and the evolution
of the language sector, we have developed
an innovative learning method: Blended &
Collaborative Learning. All of our courses, whether
in school or online, for group or private tuition,
combine face-to-face learning with a teacher and
the systematic use of the e-learning platform we
have developed. We have added a collaborative
dimension to all of this with tools that encourage
interaction between learners, but also between
learners and teachers.
We constantly assist our students in their learning
and we enable them to be part of a community of
French-speaking and Francophile students.
HIGHLY EXPERIENCED TEACHERS
All our teachers are native speakers of French and have a
university degree in FLE (French as a Foreign Language).
They all have extensive experience in LSF / IEF and in
teaching FLE in general.

Elisa Clément
Pedagogical Director

Pedagogical innovation is a priority for us, which is
why our teachers regularly follow training courses to
guarantee a level of excellence at LSF/IEF.
HIGHLY EFFICIENT TOOLS
The LSF/IEF pedagogical team develops its own
pedagogical content to offer original, authentic and upto-date courses.
Thus you will have access to our «e-Learning Platform»
throughout your training.
You will have access to course summaries at all levels,
self-correcting exercises, grammar and vocabulary
sheets, phonetics modules as well as oral and written
comprehension.
You will also receive the
“Carnet de route
de LSF / IEF”
which is both
a real course
manual and a
guide to Montpellier
with advice and
good addresses to
make the most of your
stay (restaurants, culture,
sports, nature...).
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Education and pedagogy

FREE WORKSHOPS

Every week we organize two free
45-minute workshops for all our students.
We offer a varied program that
changes every week so that students
can deepen their linguistic and cultural
knowledge.
Our workshops are very popular:
It is a moment of relaxation where
you can continue to learn without
having to worry about anything else
and which brings a little extra to your
daily life: phonetics, grammar in
context, conjugation games, debates,
discovering France, the media, working
in France , creative writing, idiomatic
expressions, French songs, comic
strips, video games, quizzes, colloquial
French, board games, cooking...

These workshops are also an
opportunity to meet students from
other levels and to discover all the
cultures present at the school.
Our teachers are always eager to
propose new workshops at the request
of the students according to their
desires and needs.
These workshops are optional, so
students attend the workshops of their
choice.
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Education and pedagogy

PERMANENT COACHING

CHECK YOUR
SCHEDULE ON THE LSF
MONTPELLIER APP

If you encounter a difficulty with a concept seen
in class, you can participate in the tutoring provided each
week by a teacher from the school, free of charge.
Throughout the duration of your training, our
teaching team will answer all the questions you
ask on the platform. The aim is to provide you with
pedagogical assistance after class by offering you
corrections, explanations and personalised advice.

AN INDIVIDUALISED COURSE PLAN
Before starting your course, you will take a written
and oral test which will enable us to place you in a
class adapted to your level. We make sure that the
courses offered meet your level, expectations and
needs.
The teaching team is always ready to listen to you
and will suggest remedial solutions if necessary
(change of class, change of level, personalised help
or tutoring).
To make students’ daily life easier, LSF has created
a mobile application available on smartphone
allowing students to consult their class timetable
and access the main information related to their
stay.

LEARNING PROGRESS
Starting
level

0
A1
A2

Average time needed to reach the required level (in weeks) *

A1
6 weeks

A2
9 weeks

A2
15 weeks

B1
24 weeks

B1
18 weeks

B1
9 weeks

B2
30 weeks

B2
21 weeks

B1

B2
12 weeks

C1
24 weeks

B2

C1
12 weeks

C2
24 weeks

C1

B2
36 weeks

C1
48 weeks

C1
42 weeks

C1
33 weeks

C2
12 weeks

* LSF empirical study with its students since 1996.
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Reviews and accreditations

Every week, LSF Montpellier
measures the progress and
satisfaction of its students.
We submit a questionnaire at the end of
the first week and at the end of the stay
to each of our students in order to collect
their feedback.

OUR STRENGTHS

Excellent reputation
A dynamic and
welcoming team
Cultural diversity
Historic centre of
Montpellier
This constant will to offer the best
satisfaction is what allows us to
have such a good reputation with
our students and partners.

LABELS

Numerous and varied
activities

REVIEWS

4,9 / 4,9

5/5
10

Funding

All our French courses, whether
online or in immersion, are
eligible for the Compte
Personnel de Formation.

ELIGIBLE
TRAINNING
Immersion
• General French Group Courses (Standard,
• Intensive, Intensive Plus and Combined)
• Exam preparation (DELF, DALF and TEF)
• Private courses
Online
• General French group courses.
• Private courses

If you live and work
in France, you can
finance your training
at LSF Montpellier
through your CPF
account.

HOW TO
SIGN UP

1

Go to lsf-france.com under the heading:
"Financed by the CPF"

2

Select the course you are interested in

3

Connect to your CPF account

4

Register and wait for the e-mail
confirmation of the validation of your
request

E-Learning Platform
• Unlimited access
• Exam preparation modules (DELF, DALF
and TEF)

Important: Please note that if you do not have
enough credit on your CPF account, the difference
can be paid by your company or by yourself.

HOW TO KNOW
YOUR BALANCE

1

Go to moncompteformation.gouv.fr

2

Connect to your CPF account with your ID

3

View your balance on «Mes droits
formation»

Customised projects: if you have any questions or if
you would like a customised training course, please
contact us by telephone on +33 467 91 31 60 or by
email at contact@lsf-france.com.
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Our Teachers

QUALIFIED TEACHERS
Our teachers all have a great deal of experience in
teaching FLE, they have taught abroad and in several
other French as a Foreign Language schools before
joining the LSF team. Passionate about their profession,
they always seek to keep their courses up to date and
interactive. They are all very creative and conscientious
and prepare their courses carefully so that you can make
the most of every moment in class.

Their objective is to help you progress in French, to guide
and accompany you on a daily basis. They are also
committed to introducing you to French and Frenchspeaking culture, while allowing you to introduce your
own culture to your fellow students. These intercultural
exchanges make your experience even richer and allow
you to talk about yourself and the world around you.

H·
IT

Judith will teach
you grammar in a
happy and cheerful
atmosphere
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Azadée will suggest
surprising games and
films

·T
H

·
ÉE
AD

D·
VI

David will allow you
to debate on the major current
major topics of the moment

S·
MA
O

Thomas will introduce you to Frenchspeaking authors or artists and will
allow you to enrich your lexicon on a
daily basis

·M

· JU
D

Xavier is passionate about
cooking and video games and
it is quite possible that you will
participate in a breakfast debate
in his class

·A
Z

R·
IE

·D
A

· XA
V

EVERYONE HAS A SPECIALITY OR A HIDDEN TALENT

E·
IN
AR

Marine will help you register for
the DELF or DALF exam and will
give you lots of tips to progress
and to pass them

City of Montpellier

Montpellier is a shiny city in
many ways, find out why!

A GREEN CITY UNDER THE SUN
Located in the South of France, Montpellier
enjoys a Mediterranean climate and is one of the
sunniest cities in France with 300 days of sunshine
per year! Parks, cycle paths, everything is done to
allow enjoying it. The city is adorned with green
culture and many actions in favour of ecology and
nature preservation are implemented on a daily
basis. The little extra? A botanic garden dating
from the 16th century, free of charge and open all
year round!
A STUDENT AND DYNAMIC CITY
Known for its numerous universities, Montpellier
is a young city! 30% of the population are students
and the best known universities are those of
medicine and law. And Montpellier is a busy city!
Festivals, concerts, shows, there is always something
to do or to discover. Our flagship events? The FISE
(extreme sports), the Estivales and Hivernales,
among many other key events.
A HUMAN-SIZED SCIENTIFIC CITY
The science and medical schools are world-wide
famous. Montpellier stands out for the quality
of its research and its researchers. But not only
that! It is also an average city of around 300,000
inhabitants, known for being a «human-sized» city.
Neither too big nor too small, it is easy to find your
way around but above all it is easy to meet people.
A HISTORICAL CITY, BETWEEN SEA AND
MOUNTAINS
Montpellier is a city full of history. Created in the
10th century, the historic centre of the city mixes
differents eras and takes us on a journey through
time. Montpellier has the advantage of being
located at equal distance from the beach and the
mountains. The little extra? Bicycle paths that
make it easy to get around!
A GOURMET AND COSMOPOLITAN CITY
With its bars, restaurants and cafés, Montpellier
is a city where the Mediterranean culture and
gastronomy are in the spotlight. What could be
better than enjoying a good meal on a terrace!
There is something for every budget! Every year,
many international tourists come to discover the
region and many decide to settle here and bring
some of their culture with them.
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French
courses
in immersion
«Learn French in
France and immerse
yourself in French
culture

Standard (p.16)
Intensive (p.17)
Intensive Plus (p.18)
Combined (p.19)
Private and Semi Private (p.20)
Afternoon / Au Pair (p.21)
DELF/DALF (p.22)
DFP (p.23)
A Level (p.24)
Leaving Certificate (p.25)
Transition Year (p.26)
TEF certification course (p.27)
DELF/DALF Diploma course (p.28)
French and Cooking (p.29)
Special Campus (p.30)
Language tours: Montpellier and Annecy (p.31)
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General French course: Standard

‘‘From discovering French to
mastering the language’’

The objective of our standard courses is to provide
you with the essential lexical and grammatical
tools to communicate in French by working on the
five skills necessary to acquire a language:
Listening comprehension
Oral production
Oral interaction
Reading comprehension

Standard

Workshop

Total

20 group
classes
(45 Min)

2 workshops
per week
(45 Min)

16h30 of
classes per
week

COURSES OBJECTIVES
Develop all your French skills.
Talk about yourself and the world that surrounds you.
Enrich your vocabulary.
Improve your pronunciation.
Discover French and Francophone culture.
KEY POINTS

Written production
Our teachers give you the tools you need to
be able to interact in your personal, student or
professional life. Our standard courses also allow

Oral and
written test

10 students
max. per class

From level
A1 to C2

French level
certificate

you to discover the cultural and social specificities
of French and French-speaking countries and, for
example, to debate on major current issues.
Each week, you take a test which allows you to

INCLUDED
LSF / IEF
Roadbook

Free tutoring

assess yourself, measure your progress and
memorise the essential points of the week.

E-learning platform
Unlimited
access
Customized
Coaching
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+500
Modules

General French course: Intensive

“Reinforce your oral expression and
comprehension”

In addition to the standard morning lessons, you get two
afternoon group lessons per week.
Our intensive courses allow you to communicate in
French on everyday subjects as well as on current
or social subjects. You study essential grammar,
conjugation, and vocabulary to help you develop the five
skills needed to progress in a language:

Standard

Intensive

Workshop

Total

20 group
classes
(45 Min)

6 group
classes
(45 Min)

2 workshops
per week
(45 Min)

21h of
classes per
week

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop your oral fluency.
Develop your listening comprehension.
Work on phonetics in depth.
Discover the particularities of French and
Francophone culture.
Discuss current issues and topics.

Oral comprehension
Speaking
Spoken interaction
Written comprehension

KEY POINTS
Oral and
written test

10 students
max. per class

From level
A1 to C2

French level
certificate

Writing production
The 2 afternoons of intensive courses are real
improvement courses for oral practices in French. All the
documents used are from French-speaking media:
Videos
Radio programmes

INCLUDED
LSF / IEF
Roadbook

Free tutoring

Reports
Games
They allow you to exchange, discuss, debate to express
yourself in a more fluid way.

E-learning platform
Unlimited
access

+500
Modules

Customized
Coaching
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General French course: Intensive plus

“Go even further in your learning of French”

In addition to the standard morning lessons,you get two
afternoons of intensive group lessons as well as 4 private
lessons per week.
This formula allows you to progress in your
knowledge of the French language and culture by
following the standard courses, to improve your
oral skills in the intensive courses, and to work on
specific points with the one-to-one lessons.
You develop all your skills to progress in French:
Listening comprehension
Oral production
Oral interaction
Reading comprehension
Written production
Before your arrival, you fill out a document to
communicate your expectations and your specific
needs to your teacher who then develops a tailor-made
program, specially designed for you. In private lessons,
your teacher helps you, advises you and corrects you in
a totally personalized way.

Standard

Intensive

Intensive +

Workshop

Total

20 group
classes
(45 Min)

6 group
classes
(45 Min)

4 private
classes
(45 Min)

2 workshops
per week
(45 Min)

24h classes
of per week

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop all your skills in French.
Improve your oral fluency.
Discover French and Francophone culture.
Achieve your specific goals.
Make progress thanks to personalized corrections.
KEY POINTS
Oral and
written test

10 students
max. per class

From level
A1 to C2

French level
certificate

INCLUDED
LSF / IEF
Roadbook

E-learning platform
Unlimited
access
Customized
Coaching
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Free tutoring

+500
Modules

General French course: Combined and Combined +

Standard

Combined

20 group
classes
(45 Min)

4 private
classes
(45 Min)

Combined +

Workshop

Total

6 private
classes
(45 Min)

2 workshops
per week
(45 Min)

19h30 or 21h
of classes per
week

or

“Reach your specific objectives to complete
your project”

In addition to the standard morning lessons, you benefit
from private lessons organized in the afternoon.
Our combined course is particularly suitable to
learning French:
For professional needs (medical French, hotel
business French, business French, diplomatic
French, job interviews, TEF, DFP, etc.).
For academic needs (exam preparation, university
entrance, higher education).
As part of a move to France or to a French-speaking
country.
In the standard course, you acquire the lexical and
grammatical tools necessary to be able to interact on
a daily basis by sharing your experiences and your
opinion. You develop all your oral and written skills in
French.
In private lessons, you follow a program completely
adapted to your objectives. You fill out a needs form
before your arrival, and you can send the teaching team
any specific document you want to work on. We respond
to your needs in a completely personalized way and we
do everything possible to enable you to carry out your
project.

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop all your skills.
Improve your oral fluency.
Discover French and Francophone culture.
Make rapid progress.
Succeed in your personal project.
KEY POINTS
Oral and
written test

10 students
max. per class

From level
A1 to C2

French level
certificate

INCLUDED
LSF / IEF
Roadbook

Free tutoring

E-learning platform
Unlimited
access

+500
Modules

Customized
Coaching
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French courses: Private and semi-private

1-to-1

2-to-1

or

1 student &
1 teacher

“Keeping in line with your objectives and at
your own pace"

You can choose to have private lessons alone with a
teacher or with another student and a teacher.
Our private lessons adapt to your pace and allow you to
reconcile your professional and your personal lives with
your project of learning French.
Our courses meet your needs, whether they are:
Professional (medical French, hospitality French,
hotel business French, diplomatic French, job
interviews, TEF, DFP, etc.).
Academic (preparation for an exam, entry to
university, higher education).
Personal (moving to France or to a French-speaking
country, family life).
In private lessons, you follow a program completely
adapted to your objectives. You fill out a needs sheet
before your arrival, and you can send LSF / IEF any
specific document you want to work on. We respond to
your needs in a completely personalized way and we
do everything possible to enable you to carry out your
project.

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop all your skills.
Improve your oral fluency.
Realize your personal project.
Achieve your specific goals.
Make rapid progress
KEY POINTS
Oral and
written test
From level
A1 to C2

INCLUDED
LSF / IEF
Roadbook

Free tutoring

E-learning platform
Unlimited
access
Customized
Coaching
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French level
certificate

+500
Modules

2 students &
1 teacher

French courses: Afternoons / Au pair

Course

Total

6 group
classes
(45 Min)

4h of classes
per week

“Improve your oral fluency”

The objective of this course is to develop your oral
fluency and provide you with the essential cultural
knowledge to enable you to evolve in total autonomy in a
French-speaking environment. This course is adapted to
the pace and to the professional and family obligations
of working people and au pair girls and boys.
Our afternoon classes are real improvement courses for
oral practices in French (oral comprehension, production
and interaction).
All the documents used are from French-speaking
media:
Videos
Radio programmes
Reports
They provide an opportunity for exchange, discussion
and debate.

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop your oral fluency.
Develop your listening comprehension.
Work on phonetics in depth.
Enrich your lexicon.
Discover the particularities of French and
Francophone culture.
KEY POINTS
Oral and
written test

10 students
max. per class

From level
A1 to C2

French level
certificate

INCLUDED
LSF / IEF
Roadbook

Free tutoring

E-learning platform
Unlimited
access

+500
Modules

Customized
Coaching
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DELF/DALF Exam preparation course

“Certify officially your level of general
French”

Our DELF/DALF preparation courses last five weeks. In
addition to the standard lessons, you have 6 specific
lessons in the afternoon.
The DELF (diploma in French language) and DALF
(advanced diploma in French language) are official
diplomas issued by FEI (France Education International)
and the French Ministry of National Education.
These diplomas are internationally recognized and are
valid for an unlimited period of time. They facilitate
professional integration throughout the world (from
level B1) and allow entry into French universities
(from level B2) and into Grandes Ecoles (engineering,
commerce).

Standard

DELF/DALF

Workshop

e-Learning

Total

20 group
classes
(45 Min)

6 group
classes
(45 Min)

2 workshops
per week
(45 Min)

DELF/DALF
specific
modules

21h of
classes per
week

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop all your skills in French.
Intensive preparation for the exam.
Specific methodology.
Mock exams.
KEY POINTS
From level
B1 to C2

French level
certificate

10 students maximum
per course

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
They are often required to join other French-speaking
universities (Switzerland, Belgium, Canada).

"

During the preparation course, you study the specific
methodology, lexicon and themes of these exams,
while deepening your knowledge of grammar and
communication.

96%

You work and develop the
4 skills on which you will be
assessed on the day of the
exam: Oral comprehension,
Written comprehension, Oral production and Written
production.

"

success rate

The plus: You have access to an online exam preparation
course on our e-learning platform. (Methodology, 5
mock exams, personalized corrections.)
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The examination fee is to be paid in addition to the
course. You will take the exam in Montpellier at the
end of your stay. Please make yourself available until the
Friday evening included.
INCLUDED
LSF / IEF
Roadbook

Free tutoring

E-learning platform
Unlimited
access
Customized
Coaching

+500
Modules

DFP Exam preparation courses

“Certify officially your level of professional
French”

In addition to the standard courses, you have 6 specific
individual lessons in the afternoon.
A Diploma in Professional French (DFP) enhances your
ability to work in French and is a real asset on your
resume. This diploma allows you to evolve within your
company or it can help you access a new job. Indeed, in
an increasingly competitive global market, French is a
strength.
LSF / IEF allows you to prepare and take diplomas in
the following fields: Business, Tourism-Hotel-Business,
Restaurants and International Relations.
During the preparation course, you study the lexicon and
the topics specific to these exams.
You work and develop the 4 skills on which you will be
assessed on the day of the exam: Oral comprehension,
Written comprehension, Oral production and Written
production. Mock exams are organized by LSF / IEF
teachers certified and approved by the CCIP (Paris
Chamber of Commerce and Industry) to best prepare
you for the exam.
PRACTICAL INFORMATION
The examination fee is to be paid in addition to the
course. You will take the exam in Montpellier at the
end of your stay. Please make yourself available until the
Friday evening included..

Standard

DFP

Workshop

Total

20 group
classes
(45 Min)

6 private
classes
(45 Min)

2 workshops
per week
(45 Min)

21h of
classes per
week

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop all your skills in French.
Improve your oral fluency.
Master the methodology of the exam.
Take mock exams.
Pass your exam.
KEY POINTS
Oral and
written test

10 students
max. per class

From level
A1 to C2

French level
certificate

INCLUDED
LSF / IEF
Roadbook

Free tutoring

E-learning platform
Unlimited
access

+500
Modules

Customized
Coaching
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Preparation course for the A level exam

Exam
British

Standard

A Level

Workshop

Total

20 group
classes
(45 Min)

6 group
classes
(45 Min)

2 workshops
per week
(45 Min)

21h of
classes per
week

“Pass your A level exam”

In addition to the standard courses, you have 6 specific
group lessons in the afternoon.
The objective of our A Level preparation course is to
provide you with the essential lexical and grammatical
tools to communicate in French and to give you the keys
to best prepare you for your final exam.
The course content is perfectly adapted to the
specificities of the A Level exam. You will work on the 4
skills assessed on the day of the exam:
Oral comprehension
Written comprehension
Spoken production
Writing production
You will study the methodology, lexicon and specific
topics of this exam.
Before your arrival, you fill out a document to
communicate your expectations and your specific needs
to the teachers. Additional private lessons can be added
on request.

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop all your skills in French.
Improve your oral fluency.
Master the topics of the exam.
Take mock exams.
Pass your exam.
KEY POINTS
Oral and
written test

10 students
max. per class

From level
A1 to C2

French level
certificate

INCLUDED
LSF / IEF
Roadbook

E-learning platform
Unlimited
access
Customized
Coaching
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Free tutoring

+500
Modules

Leaving Certificate preparation course

Exam
Irish

“Obtain the H1 grade on your Leaving
Certificate”

In addition to the standard courses, you have 6 specific
group lessons in the afternoon.
Our Leaving cert exam preparation course combines a
general French program and specific exam preparation
courses
You study essential grammar, conjugation, and
vocabulary to help you develop the five skills needed to
progress in a language:
Oral comprehension
Written comprehension
Oral interaction
Oral production
Written production
During this preparation course, you study the
methodology, lexicon and topics specific to this exam
and you develop the skills on which you will be assessed
on the day of the exam.
Before your arrival, you fill out a document to
communicate your expectations and your specific needs
to the teachers. Additional private lessons can be added
on request.

Standard

Leaving Cert.

Workshop

Total

20 group
classes
(45 Min)

6 group
classes
(45 Min)

2 workshops
per week
(45 Min)

21h of
classes per
week

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop all your skills in French.
Improve your oral fluency.
Master the topics of the exam.
Take mock exams.
Pass your exam.
KEY POINTS
Oral and
written test

10 students
max. per class

From level
A1 to C2

French level
certificate

INCLUDED
LSF / IEF
Roadbook

Free tutoring

E-learning platform
Unlimited
access

+500
Modules

Customized
Coaching
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Transition Year specific program

Irish Program

Standard

TR. Year

Workshop

Total

20 group
classes
(45 Min)

6 group
classes
(45 Min)

2 workshops
per week
(45 Min)

21h of
classes per
week

“Make your Transition Year a success”

In addition to the standard courses, you have 6 specific
group lessons in the afternoon.
The course content is perfectly suited to the specificities
and level of "Transition Year" students. Standard
courses allow you to deepen and strengthen your
knowledge of general French, enrich your lexicon and
develop your oral fluency. In the afternoon, you study
the methodology and topics specific to the teaching of
French in Ireland. And you develop the following skills:
Oral comprehension
Written comprehension
Oral production
Writing production
Before your arrival, you fill out a document to
communicate your expectations and your specific needs
to the teachers. Additional private lessons can be added
on request.
In addition to the lessons, you are advised to make
maximum use of the school's e-learning platform to
develop your skills and to practice your French on a daily
basis.

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop all your skills in French.
Improve your oral fluency.
Work on your weaknesses in French.
KEY POINTS
Oral and
written test

10 students
max. per class

From level
A1 to C2

French level
certificate

INCLUDED
LSF / IEF
Roadbook

E-learning platform
Unlimited
access
Customized
Coaching
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Free tutoring

+500
Modules

TEF certifying courses from 24 weeks

Standard

Intensive

e-Learning

Workshop

TEF exam

26 group
classes
(45 Min)

TEF
specific
modules

2 workshops
per week
(45 Min)

TEF exam
on site

or

“A tailor-made academic program
to certify your level of French”

This program has been specially designed for students
who wish to come to France for at least 24 weeks. We
wanted to give it an academic dimension by including a
French exam while keeping our attractive and degressive
pricing policy.
The academic stay can be done by following standard
courses or intensive courses. Our program is available
all year round. In addition to general French courses,
you will have the opportunity to prepare and take the
TEF (Test d'Evaluation de Français) on site. You will be
able to certify your level of French officially in order, for
example, to continue your higher studies in France. We
will help you with your application.
One month before the end of your stay, you will have
access to our e-Learning modules specific to the
preparation of the TEF which include:
5 TEF preparation modules.
5 training modules to help you progress
Finally, if you wish, you can take the TEF exam on site
since LSF / IEF is an examination centre certified by the
Paris Chamber of Commerce.
Note: The TEF certificate is valid for 2 years.

20 group
classes
(45 Min)

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop all your skills.
Move up at least 2 CEFR levels
Certify your level of French.
Discover and enjoy French culture.
KEY POINTS
Available all
year round

Assistance in obtaining the visa
if necessary

Level
certification
with the TEF
exam

10 students max.
per class

From level A1
to C2

Administrative support for
the pursuit of your studies in
France

INCLUDED
LSF / IEF
Roadbook

TEF exam fees
offered

Free
tutoring

E-learning platform
Unlimited
access

+500
Modules

Customized
Coaching

Access to specific TEF
modules
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DELF/DALF certifying course from 24 weeks

Standard

Intensive

e-Learning

Workshop

26 group
classes
(45 Min)

DELF/DALF
specific
modules

2 workshops
per week
(45 Min)

Exams

or

”Certify your level of French with
a diploma recognized worldwide ”

This program has been specially designed for students
who wish to register for the long term by certifying their
level of French with the DELF/DALF. This will allow you,
for example, to continue your higher education, to work
and to immigrate to a French-speaking country.
This stay of 24 weeks and more can be done by following
standard courses or intensive courses. Our program
is available year round. In addition to general French
courses, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and
take the DELF B1/B2 or DALF C1 exam in Montpellier.
You will be able to validate your level of French officially
with the only diploma in French as a foreign language
issued by the French Ministry of National Education.
Two months before the end of your stay, you will
have access to our e-Learning modules specific to the
preparation of the DELF/DALF which include:
1 Exam presentation module.
16 Preparation modules specific to the exam.
1 “Mock exam” module.
Finally, you can, if you wish, take the DELF/DALF exam in
Montpellier according to the proposed exam dates.

20 group
classes
(45 Min)

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop all your skills.
Move up at least 2 CEFR levels.
Certify your level in French.
Discover and enjoy French culture.
KEY POINTS
Available all
year round
10 students
max. per class
From level B1
to C2

Assistance in obtaining the visa
if necessary
Level certification with the
DELF/DALF exam
Administrative support for
the pursuit of your studies in
France

INCLUDED
LSF / IEF
Roadbook

DELF/DALF
exam fees
offered

E-learning platform

Note: DELF/DALF diplomas are valid for life.
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DELF/DALF
exam in
Montpellier

Unlimited
access

+500
Modules

Customized
Coaching

Access to specific DELF/
DALF modules

Free
tutoring

French & cooking courses

Standard

Cooking

Workshop

e-Learning

Total

20 group
classes
(45 Min)

2 Cooking
classes
(3h)

2 workshops
per week
(45 Min)

Specific
«Cooking»
modules

22h of
classes per
week

“Learn French while cooking”

In addition to the standard classes, you take cooking
classes with Sandrine, a passionate chef and teacher in
the early evening twice a week.
The French & cooking course is an ideal formula for
students who wish to improve their French skills while
indulging in the pleasures of French gastronomy, and
discovering the secrets of its famous cuisine. This
program is available all year round, for all levels of
French and cooking.

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop all your skills in French.
Improve your oral fluency.
Enrich your lexicon.
Discover French and Francophone culture.
Discover French cuisine and gastronomy.

KEY POINTS

The cooking classes take place in Sandrine's professional
premises, located 10 minutes' walk from the LSF / IEF
school.

Oral and
written test

10 students
max. per class

COOKING CLASSES

From level
A1 to C2

French level
certificate

Sandrines proposes local and exotic recipes which vary
every week.
Thanks to a dynamic and creative teaching, you will
prepare a starter, a main course and a dessert all from
scratch, which you will then enjoy together with a good
glass of wine if you wish.

INCLUDED
LSF / IEF
Roadbook

Free tutoring

E-learning platform

(Only for adult students).

EXAMPLES OF MENUS

Unlimited
access

+500
Modules

Customized
Coaching

Creamy leek and curry
soup.

Salted macaroons with
flathead salmon.

Filet mignon with apples
and cider cream.

Sea bream fillet, walnut
oil emulsion, roasted
mushrooms.

Lemon meringue pie with
speculos.

Raspberry and lychee
macaroons.

Vegetarian option on request
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Special Campus

“Take advantage
of a tailor-made
summer offer”

Standard

Intensive

Workshop

Total

Activities

Excursion

Housing

20 group
classes
(45 Min)

6 group
classes
(45 Min)

2 workshops
per week
(45 Min)

21h of
classes per
week

2 Activities
per week

1 weekend
excursion

Single studio
in a student
residence

Our “Special Campus” formula combines French lessons
with a rich and varied cultural program to allow you to
make the most of your stay.
You will attend our intensive courses which will allow you
to communicate in French on everyday subjects as well
as on current or social subjects.
You will study essential grammar, conjugation, and
vocabulary to help you develop the five skills needed to
progress in a language:
Oral comprehension
Oral production
Oral interaction
Written comprehension
Writing production
In addition to your lessons, you benefit from two cultural
activities per week in the afternoon: cooking club, tasting
of local products, visits, half-day excursion.
You will discover specificities of the French culture while
having fun.
A full day excursion is also included in your weekend
program and allows you to discover the region and fully
enjoy the south of France.
You will be accommodated in one of our student
residences in a single studio. You will meet students
from all over the world and you will be able to form new
friendships while learning about new cultures.
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COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop all your skills in French.
Talk about yourself and about the world around you.
Enrich your vocabulary.
Discover French and Francophone culture.
Enjoy the south of France.
KEY POINTS
Oral and
written test

10 students
max. per class

From level
A1 to C2

French level
certificate

INCLUDED
LSF / IEF
Roadbook

Free tutoring

E-learning platform
Unlimited
access
Customized
Coaching

+500
Modules

Linguistic circuit: Montpellier and Annecy

Montpellier

Annecy

Prices on
request

Prices on
request

“Learn French between the sea and the
mountains”

LSF / IEF Montpellier and IFALPES Annecy are two
partner schools. The teaching teams of our two schools
have indeed developed a common methodology to allow
you to start your learning in one school and to continue
it in the other.
We use the same methodology and the same
educational tools.
Thus you will follow the same pedagogical progression
and benefit from the same quality of teaching whether
you are in Montpellier or Annecy.

KEY POINTS
Oral and
written test

10 students maximum
per course at LSF / IEF

15 students
maximum
per course at
IFALPES

French level
certificate

INCLUDED

Our teams are in constant communication to guarantee
you pedagogical continuity between the two schools and
support you in all stages of your learning project: we
take care of your accommodation in Montpellier and in
Annecy as well as transport between our two cities. We
offer you a rich and varied program in both destinations
so that you can make the most of your stay.

LSF / IEF
Roadbook

Free tutoring

E-learning platform
+500
Modules

Unlimited
access
Customized
Coaching

SF / I

I
TRAIN TRIP

MONTPELLIER
You follow the lessons in a
group adapted to your level,
you enjoy the Mediterranean
beaches and the festive and
colorful atmosphere of the city
center.
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Example of a stay:

ANNECY
Two weeks later, you
take the train and arrive
in Annecy where you
continue your learning in
a class of your level.

You discover the charm of the
historic center of Annecy, you
walk by the lake and you hike in
the mountains.
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Accommodation
"Choose the
accommodation that
suits you

better for your
Immersion stay "
Host family (p.33)
Student residence (p.34)
Apart-hotel (p.34)
Private apartment (p.34)
Shared apartment (p.34)
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Accommodation

LSF / IEF Montpellier promotes immersion in
host families, which the school carefully selects
for their sense of welcoming and sharing in
order to optimize the learning of French.
We also offer a wide range of hosting solutions.

Maëlle
Accommodation manager

HOST FAMILY

It is ideal if you are interested in exchanging and in
discovering the French way of life.
You will live a real immersion experience and will
have the opportunity to practice French during the
meals that you will share with the family.
Families are rigorously chosen and met by our team
and have signed a charter of welcome and trust.

Most popular
option
In order to favor complete
immersion, we make sure that
students of the same mother tongue
do not live under the same roof.
Each student has their own
bedroom.
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STUDENT RESIDENCE

This is an economical solution that allows
you to be independent and to benefit from
all the necessary amenities (terrace, laundry,
study room, breakfast room, etc.). In a
student residence, you meet other students
from all over the world and therefore live
a strong intercultural experience. Each
studio is equipped with its own bathroom
and kitchenette. Our residences are located
less than 20 minutes walk from the LSF / IEF
school.

SHARED APARTMENT

If you prefer to have more space than
in a student residence and yet not to
be alone, we recommend the shared
apartment. You will share the common
areas, such as the bathroom and the
kitchen, with other students, French
or foreign, and you will have your own
bedroom.

PRIVATE APARTMENT

Our private apartments are ideal if you
want to be completely independent and
have a pleasant living space and a higher
level of comfort.

APART-HOTEL

This accommodation option is perfectly suited if
you come with family or friends and wish to be
accommodated in the same place.
The studios or two-room suites on offer are
all located in the city center, about 2 minutes
on foot or by tram from the school and are
equipped with a kitchenette and a bathroom.
You will benefit from a traditional hotel service,
reception open 24/7 and cleaning service
depending on the length of your stay.
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Activities and
animations
"The quality of our
teaching combined
with the variety of our
activities"

"Sports and Leisure" (p.36)
"Culture and Arts" (p.37)
"History and Gastronomy" (p.38)
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Activities "Sports and Leisure"

KAYAK
Montpellier’s hinterland, with its splendid rivers,
is the ideal playground for kayaking. An activity
accessible to all, it is very appreciated by LSF
students. Thirty minutes from the school, you will
have a refreshing time!

Each week we offer a rich and varied
program of activities in which we
explore the immense possibilities that
the city and the region offer us.

Yenifer
In charge of reception
and activities

WAKEBOARD
Only twenty minutes from the LSF / IEF school is a
water ski lift allowing the practice of wakeboarding. The
instructors are there to teach you and help you progress.
Each time, it’s a great experience and a lot of fun
between LSF /IEF students.
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CANYONING

SURF AND PADDLE

Montpellier’s hinterland offers extraordinary
sites for canyoning. Whether you are a regular
canyonist or a beginner, you will always find
conditions adapted to your level. Amazement
guaranteed!

The beaches around Montpellier offer ideal
conditions for paddling, whether on calm water
or on waves when there is a southerly or easterly
wind. LSF often organizes paddle outings to La
Grande Motte or Carnon.

BEACH VOLLEYBALL

HIKING

You can cycle to one of the many beaches to play Beach
Volleyball with the other students of the school. And
after a good game, you can cool off in the Mediterranean
Sea or in the shade of a straw hut bar.

The Pic St Loup overlooks the hinterland of Montpellier
and the vineyards of Languedoc. You can go on superb
hikes and discover the riches of the local terroir. LSF / IEF
offers, in all seasons, hikes accessible to all.

Activities "Culture and Arts"

Even though sports are very present in Montpellier, culture is not to be outdone. With, among
others, the Fabre Museum, two opera houses, numerous theatres and an international dance
centre, there are great opportunities to enjoy the numerous shows that we offer you to go and
see at preferential rates.

THE AGORA

THE PAVILLON POPULAIRE

The famous contemporary dance festival «Montpellier
Danse» takes place every year in this XVIIth century
building. LSF regularly offers its students to attend a
free rehearsal where they can give their opinion on
the performance and ask questions directly to the
choreographer.

Dedicated to photo exhibitions, it presents works by
nationally and internationally renowned artists: Andy
Summers, Brassaï, William Gedney, Bernard Plossu and
Linda Mc Cartney. Our passionate guide is always happy
to give a guided tour specially designed for our LSF / IEF
students.

STREET ART
Montpellier is a great destination for Street Art, every
year many world famous artists come to exhibit their
work on the walls of our city. Véronique, painter and
Street Art specialist, will transport you in this universe.
Whether in Montpellier or in Sète, she will make you
discover the wonders of our streets.

WATER COLORS
In her artist's studio, the windows of which overlook
the magnificent Place Royale in Peyrou, Véronique will
introduce you to watercolor. You will be surprised by
your talent and will be able to leave with your work, a
souvenir of your stay in Montpellier.

PHOTO TOUR
FABRE MUSEUM
This is Montpellier’s main museum of fine arts, where
you can discover exceptional works of art! LSF regularly
organizes visits to the museum. You will be able to
admire the works of the permanent collection as well as
those of the temporary collections.

In the company of Yenifer, responsible for activities
at LSF / IEF, you can walk around Montpellier while
taking photos! Passionate about photography, she will
accompany you to the most famous places and give you
some technical advice for successful photos!
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Activities "History and Gastronomy"

Montpellier and its region are
full of remarkable historical
sites. From Roman antiquity
to modern times through the
Middle Ages, each period is
well represented. We surround
ourselves with heritage
specialists to guide you in the
discovery of all these gems.
TASTING OF LOCAL PRODUCTS

On your first day at LSF / IEF you will be able to visit the
city in the company of one of our guides. You will thus
discover the most emblematic places: the Peyrou Park,
the Saint-Pierre cathedral, the Jardin des Plantes, among
many others. A dive into history that will allow you to
find your way around and make the most of your stay!

The gastronomic culture of our city is strongly influenced
by the Mediterranean. Our markets and restaurants are
full of gastronomic treasures: Tielle de Sète, Muscat de
Frontignan, Pélardon des Cévennes, tapenades, grisettes
from Montpellier, olive oil, pastries - among many other
dishes. Accompanied by our expert in gastronomy, you
will be able to taste the flagship foods of Montpellier and
its region!

LES FOLIES MONTPELLIÉRAINES

BOTANIC GARDEN

Montpellier and its region have many “follies”. The
Château de Flaugergues is the very example! Only
thirty minutes from the city center, this former castle
converted into a vineyard takes you back in history! After
visiting the house you will have the opportunity to taste
wines produced on site. A mix of history and oenology!

Just a few steps from LSF / IEF, the Botanic garden
immerses you in the history of Montpellier. Founded
in 1593 by Henri IV, it is the oldest botanical garden in
France. There you will find many rare plants as well as a
large number of medicinal plants.

GUIDED TOUR OF MONTPELLIER

GASTRONOMIC TOUR
WINE TOURS
Montpellier is surrounded by vineyards. Thanks to its
climate, the region produces many quality wines of
international renown! The Pic Saint-Loup is located a few
kilometers from Montpellier, a famous mount known for
hiking but also for wine, so you can go there for great
walks and also taste the local wines.
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Yenifer, who is in charge of activities, is passionate about
gastronomy! Bakeries, restaurants, cafes or even grocery
stores, she will make you discover the hidden addresses
and give you useful tips about Montpellier. You can walk
around the city, discover good addresses while tasting
local specialties!
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Online
French
courses
"Exactly like at
school but
from home"

Group lessons (p.40)
Private and semi-private lessons (p.41)
DELF/DALF preparation course (p.42)
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Online group lessons

Morning

Afternoon

or

20 group
classes
(45 Min)

“From discovering French to mastering
the language”

Our online courses follow the same educational
progression as our immersion courses.
The objective of our online group courses is to provide
you with the essential lexical and grammatical tools to
communicate in French by working on the five skills
necessary for the acquisition of a language.
During your hours of videoconference classes you
will mainly develop your oral skills. The coached
autonomy work time will allow you to apply what you
have learned in class.
You have access to a private group where your teacher
shares class notes, additional documents and assigns
you homework on a daily basis. It tracks your progress
live and answers your questions while you work online.

10 group
classes
(45 Min)

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop all your skills in French.
Talk about yourself and about the world around you.
Enrich your vocabulary
Improve your pronunciation.
Discover French and Francophone culture.
OUR OPTIONS ON OFFER

1. Mornings
9 am - 15 am (Paris time zone)

Group lessons by videoconference with your teacher.

10:15 am - 11:15 am

Lessons and exercises on the online platform + teacher
coaching.

11:30 am - 12:30 pm

Group lessons by videoconference with your teacher.

2. Afternoons

KEY POINTS
Written and
oral test

8 students max.
by course

4:00 pm - 5:30 pm (Paris time zone)

Group lessons by videoconference with your teacher.

From level A1
to level C2

INCLUDED
French level
certificate

Free tutoring
free

E-learning platform
Unlimited
access
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+500
Modules

Customized
Coaching

Online private and semi-private lessons

1-to-1

2-to-1

or

1 student &
1 teacher

‘‘We will happily respond to all your specific
needs’’

You can choose to take private lessons alone with a
teacher, or with another student and a teacher.
You start your learning by taking an online test that we
use to assess your level of French, understand your
learning project and target your language needs.
You will then receive the program corresponding to your
level as well as your personalized program to achieve
your specific objectives.
In private lessons, you are permanently assisted by
your teacher. He shares with you the course notes, the
documents used in class and the exercises to be done.
He answers your questions and suggests a correction to
all your assignments.

2 students &
1 teacher

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop all your skills.
Improve your oral fluency.
Realize your personal project.
Achieve your specific goals.
Progress at your own pace.
KEY POINTS
Online oral
and written test

Tailor-made
program

From level A1
to C2

INCLUDED
French level
certificate

Free tutoring
free

E-learning platform
Unlimited
access

+500
Modules

Customized
Coaching
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Online DELF/DALF Preparation course

1 month

2 month

e-Learning

40 private
classes
(45 Min)

DELF/DALF
specific
modules

or

20 private
classes
(45 Min)

"Certify officially your level of French"

The DELF (diploma in French language) and DALF
(advanced diploma in French language) are official
diplomas issued by FEI (France Education International)
and the French Ministry of National Education.
These diplomas are internationally recognized and are
valid without time limit. They facilitate professional
integration throughout the world (from level B1) and
allow entry into French universities (from level B2)
and into the Grandes Ecoles (engineering, commerce).
They are often required to join other French-speaking
universities (Switzerland, Belgium, Canada).
In addition to your private lessons, you follow the
preparation path for the exam on our e-learning
platform.
Throughout your training, you have the opportunity to
ask questions to your teacher who answers, advises and
assists you at all times. These courses require a lot of
work and investment on your part.

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop all your skills in French.
Improve your oral fluency.
Master the methodology of the exam.
Take mock exams.
Pass your exam.
KEY POINTS
Online
written and
oral test

From level B1
to level C1

Online preparation
modules

INCLUDED
French level
certificate

Free tutoring
free

E-learning platform
PRACTICAL INFORMATION
The DELF/DALF exam cannot be taken online. You will
need to go to a face-to-face examination center.
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18 DELF/DALF
modules

+500
Modules

Customized
Coaching

E-Learning
platform
"Learn French
independently
with our teaching
tools"

E-Learning platform (p.44)
Exam preparation modules (p.45)
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E-learning platform

Levels

Sub-levels
Tailor-made
modules
Teachers

A FEW FIGURES

6
48
500+
30
2 000+

Users

We have developed our platform around 3 areas

The absolute necessity of mastering
written interactions is becoming
more and more important
in today’s life.

The need for autonomy and the
control of the pace of learning
which varies
according to the learners.

500 TAILOR-MADE MODULES
Grammar
Vocabulary
Oral comprehension
Writing production

GENERAL FRENCH

Conjugation

The importance of
understanding in order to learn
and getting answers to your
questions in order to move
forward.

PROFESSIONAL FRENCH

Culture

Sports

Medical French

Phonetics

News

Gastronomy

Business French

Written comprehension

Music

Arts

International Relations

Literature

History

French and cooking

Oral production

Cinema
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B1

PROFICIENT

INTERMEDIATE

A2

ADVANCED

ELEMENTARY

A1

INDEPENDENT

BEGINNER

6 CEFR LEVELS

Available on all mobile platforms
Try it for free
Sign up for the free demo of the
LSF / IEF e-Learning platform
directly on the website:
lsf-france.com/booking-course/french-e-learning-platform/

B2

C1

C2

4
13
10+
94%

Exams
Types of
exam
Specific
modules
Success rate

A FEW FIGURES

Exam preparation modules

We have also developed specific
modules for the preparation of
French exams

DELF

For each exam, you will find several preparation
modules that will maximize your chances of passing
the exam

DELF B1
DELF B2

DALF C1

1 Exam presentation module

1 Exam presentation module

16 DELF B1/B2
preparation modules

16 DALF C1 preparation modules

1 "mock exam" module

DALF

Unlimited access to more than 500
modules

Unlimited access to more than 500
modules

TEF Tout Public
TEF Intégration
TEF Canada
TEFAQ Québec

TCF Tout Public
TCF Intégration
TCF Canada
TCF Québec

TCF

5 TCF preparation modules

1 "mock exam" module

TEF

5 TEF preparation modules

5 training modules to help you progress

5 training modules to help you progress

Unlimited access to more than 500
modules

Unlimited access to more than 500
modules
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French
courses for
FLE teachers
"An innovative and
comprehensive
education platform
dedicated to the
training of teachers"

Summer immersion courses (p.49)
Year-round immersion courses (p.50)
Online course (p.51)
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Our pedagogy

OUR FLE EXPERTS
Our FLE teachers’ trainers intervene during
missions abroad and participate regularly in
international events organized around the
pedagogy of FLE.
They have also been qualified as examiners
by the CIEP and the CCIP and train students to
take exams and certifications such as the DELF/
DALF (Diplôme d’études en langue française and
Diplôme approfondi de langue française), the
TEF (Test d’évaluation de français) and the DFP
(Diplôme de français professionnel).
Always on the lookout for new ideas for the
classroom, our experts have created many tools to
promote educational innovation in teaching French
as a foreign language. They support teachers in
order to equip them and awaken their creativity.
The objective of our FLE training courses is to
provide teachers with a multitude of tools and
turnkey resources and to make them completely
autonomous in the creation of content and in their
classroom management.

E-Learning
platform
E-learning platform

Our teaching team answers all the questions
asked on the platform:
The objective is to provide pedagogical
assistance and continuous follow-up to our
students and to enable them to improve
their written French by offering them
corrections and personalized advice.

EFFICIENT TOOLS

In addition to having access to the entire
training catalog and to the numerous
tutorial activities on the platform, you will
have access to a private group in which you
can exchange directly with your treacher.
You will find all the courses and workshops
followed during your training and you will be
able to download them.

Throughout your training, you will have access to
our e-learning, interactive and social platform, which
contains a training catalog of more than 500 modules
ranging from level A1 to level C1/ / C2.

We offer teachers the possibility to keep
access to the LSF / IEF e-learning platform at
the end of their stay at a very advantageous
rate.

Our platform allows students to deepen their knowledge
of French (exercises and lessons in grammar, vocabulary,
conjugation, written production, written and oral
comprehension, phonetics) and to immerse themselves
in French and Francophone news and culture.
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Our pedagogy

E-COLLABORATIVE Platform

During your stay, you will also discover the
e-collaborative platform TooFrench.com.
This platform responds to the changes and
evolutions of the FLE teacher profession
and it allows you to teach French in an
autonomous way:
Ready-to-use educational content from level A1
to level C1/ / C2 (downloadable activities).
Useful links (news, educational watch).
Methodological files.
Forum.

Finance your course with the
program

European grants are available for language
stays if they are part of an academic or training
program. In addition to attending courses abroad,
this assistance may allow you to do an internship
coupled with a language course within the
framework of Erasmus (academic education).

To finance your course with an Erasmus + grant:

Contact the Erasmus agency in your
country and indicate the LSF / IEF PIC code:
944047069.

Once registered on the platform, you are in
permanent contact with the teaching team, and
you have premium access to all the new features
created by the TooFrench team.
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Summer courses for FLE teachers

1 week

2 weeks

or

30 group
classes

LSF / IEF offers a specific training program for French teachers outside of France (elementary
school, middle school, high school, university). The minimum level required for trainee teachers
is the B1 level of the CECR.

30 group
classes

FLE TRAINING 1 WEEK:
THE ESSENTIALS

FLE TRAINING 2 WEEKS:
HEADING FOR INNOVATION!

I want to discover new materials and to enrich

I want to create and to innovate in complete

my resources.

autonomy.

22h30 of group lessons per week (30 lessons of
45 minutes).

22h30 of group lessons per week (30 lessons of
45 minutes).

Thanks to our innovative methodology (educational
creation, class animation, acquisition of basic teaching
tools), you will be able to motivate your learners while
remaining at the cutting edge of today’s language

You will learn to diversify your approaches in
order to meet the specific needs of your learners’

didactics.
Sample Modules

profiles and you will be trained on new tools.
Sample Modules
Promoting the use of smartphones in the
classroom.

Animate and motivate my class: management of

The gamification of FLE: teaching with video games.

space and communication.

Sociolinguistic immersion: focusing on cinema!

Individualized and collective corrective techniques.

Prepare your learners for FLE certifications and

Authentic resources (games, methods, media, social

exams.

networks, digital tools).
Lively and participatory grammar.
KEY POINTS

INCLUDED

French level
certificate at the
end of the stay

10 students max.
per course

From level B1
to level C2

Premium access to the
Toofrench.com platform

E-learning platform

Unlimited
access

+500
Modules

Customized
Coaching
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Year-round courses for FLE teachers

Tailor-made FLE training

Our à la carte FLE training will allow
you to combine a linguistic and cultural
development program with a personalized
educational module program.

LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT
You will follow the standard course corresponding
to your level. You will develop your grammatical and
communication skills, you will enrich your lexicon and
you will be able to learn ideas and class techniques by
observing our teachers in action.

FLE PEDAGOGICAL MODULES
These modules are broken down into 6 private lessons
per week which take place in the afternoon.
Before your arrival, you will fill out a document to
communicate your expectations and your specific needs
to our trainers. Our experts in FLE didactics will design a
fully customized program of modules corresponding to
your teaching priorities.

Standard

Modules

Workshop

Total

20 group
classes
(45 Min)

6 private
classes
(45 Min)

2 workshops
per week
(45 Min)

21 hours of
lessons
per week

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop all your skills in French.
Update your teaching practices.
Acquire new classroom techniques
Discover new educational resources.
Carry out your personal pedagogical project.
KEY POINTS
French level certificate at
the end of the stay
Premium access to Toofrench.com

INCLUDED
LSF / IEF
Roadbook

Upon request, we can design programs for
your groups of 4 or more FLE teachers.

E-learning platform
Unlimited
access

Our FLE experts travel and come directly to your
center to lead educational training tailored to your
needs.
Contact us for more information.
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Free tutoring
free

Customized
Coaching

+500
Modules

From level B1

Online courses for FLE teachers

Our training will allow you to combine
a program of personalized educational
modules with a language improvement
program.

OUR PEDAGOGICAL MODULES
Each module lasts 1,5 hours and takes place by videoconference
with one of our trainers. You can compose your stay by choosing the
modules you want below:

FLE teacher
survival kit
Module 1
Living grammar
and participatory
Module 2
Focus on immersion:
didacting authentic
documents

Manage and motivate
your class

Web 2.0 tools

Module 5

Module 9

Unleashing the creativity of
learners: from creation to
learning

Creation of pedagogical
notes and videos with
office automation tools

Module 6
Managing and livening
your class: dynamics and
correction strategies

Evaluation
Module 13
Prepare your learners
for DELF/DALF
exams

Module 10
Internet Resources
and web 2.0 activities

Module 3

Module 7

Module 11

Audiovisual media in the
classroom: an endless
source for teachers!

Learn French
through songs

The smartphone in the FLE
classroom: a new tool for
the teacher

Module 4

Module 8

The methodology and
basic principles of FLE

Develop oral skills and
key pronunciation
techniques

Module 12
Video games
in FLE classes

Module 14
Class evaluation

Module 15
The CEFR
and the FLE
certifications

Our complementary modules: Linguistic reinforcement.

COURSE OBJECTIVES
Develop all your skills in French.
Update your teaching practices.
Learn new classroom techniques
Discover new educational resources.
Carry out your personal educational project.

KEY POINTS
French level
certificate at the
end of the stay
From level B1

Maximum 8 students per
class
Unlimited access to the
e-Learning platform
LSF / IEF

Access to the platform
TooFrench.com
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Presentation
of the KLF
Group
"A common will
to innovate in the
teaching of french"
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KLF Presentation

Keep Learning French
is a French education platform entirely dedicated to the teaching and
learning of French as a foreign language (FLE).

SCHOOLS

LSF/IEF Montpellier
is located in the south of
France, LSF/IEF has been
teaching French as a
foreign language for over
25 years.

IFALPES Annecy
is located between
the lake and the
mountains, and has
been offering French
as a Foreign Language
(FLE) courses for over
25 years.

IFALPES Chamonix
is located at the foot of
the Mont Blanc, in a high
mountain environment
where outdoor sports
are king.

Langue Onze Toulouse
is located in the south
west of France and has
been teaching French as
a Foreign Language for
over 25 years.

ONLINE
PLATFORMS

TooFrench
is an online platform
especially dedicated to
teachers of French as a
foreign language.

KLF currently has 4 schools, based in
Montpellier, Toulouse (both in the south of
France) and Annecy (in the French Alps), and
has also created an e-Learning platform as
well as two Internet platforms TooFrench.
com and Exam-France.com.
The 4 schools, which have been in existence
for more than 25 years, have a double
label Qualité FLE and QUALIOPI. They all
have the status of private higher education
institutions.

Exam France
offers online preparation
courses for the DELF,
DALF, TEF and TCF French
exams.

KLF - Keep Learning French also publishes three Internet platforms:
An e-Learning platform with 500 training modules and more
than 5,000 exercises, the Toofrench.com platform for FLE
teachers and finally a platform of French exam preparation
modules.
The schools welcome (in person) more than 5,000 students
per year, from 11 to 80 years old, for stays of 4 weeks on
average, and from more than 100 countries on all the
continents. The e-Learning platform has had almost 10,000

learners since its launch.
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Some testimonials from our students

Discover some of the reviews left by
students of our school in Montpellier :

July 2020

Lia

Being at LSF and living with a
selected host family was a true
pleasure and a perfect fit for me!
The mixture of classes, activities
and social life provides the best
conditions for effectively improve
your French, create friendships that goes
far beyond your stay and memories that undoubtedly will
last a lifetime! I’m definitely coming back soon and warmly
recommend it to anyone no matter ability and aspirations!

m

ers
Rog

July 2020

A little over a year ago I attended
LSF Montpellier. It was an allaround amazing experience! I
would HIGHLY recommend this
course to anyone that is looking for
an effective French language school!
The staff is remarkable in their diligence
and are willing to assist with anything they possibly can. The
teachers are engaging and provide an amazing atmosphere
for learning French! The efficacy of the teaching at LSF is
unparalleled to any other language school I have attended!
After completing my 8-week course at LSF, I have been
able to return to school and pursue a major in the French
language.
I have never regretted my decision in choosing LSF. They
go above and beyond in creating an immersive experience.
The extracurricular activities that the school hosts are
extraordinary and create a real sense of community for
everyone attending, regardless of their country of origin.
10/10.
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Ma
r

.
as K
hi

July 2020

Coming here has really been a
transformative experience for
me. I have always wanted to
learn French and after weeks of
research and recommendations
I choose LSF. And I couldn’t be
happier. In only 2 months I have
learned more French then I have in 3 years of highschool.
The teachers are super and really care about their students.
They also have an online platform, which I wasn’t able
to find at other schools. It has homework, videos and
interactive pages that provides a more in-depth look at
the concepts and allow you to practice more. I have found
lifelong friends who share my love and passion for the
language and I have fallen in love with the city that will
always hold a place in my heart. If you are looking look no
further, this is the place for you!

Ulyanova
ia

July 2020

I really enjoyed my French course
in Montpellier. I am studying in
this school for 3rd time and I can
say that during those 4 weeks
my French level really increased. I
wasn’t studying only in class. We had
a degustation of cheese and we went to a
macaroon factory. In the next year I would really like to go
there again.

Mic
h

Ma
t

Fat

w
Jallo
ou

Dietrich
el

July 2020

I spent 10 weeks in Montpellier and
studied at LSF. I had a great time
and one of the best experiences
of my life. The communication
before my trip was very easy and
helpful. The teachers, the excursions,
the atmosphere and the team in the office
are great. In addition i loved the online learning tool which
is very efficient and inclusive. Montpellier is a sunny and
mediterranean city. There are plenty of bars, restaurants
and other things to do. You will love it! I will continue my
studies at LSF in the future.
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Learn French in the South of France
6, Rue Foch - 34000 Montpellier, France
contact@lsf-france.com. +33 467 913 160
www.lsf-france.com
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